ENGL 103 Activities
Start on the library homepage: library.fullcoll.edu

Activity 1
Working in a group of 2 or 3, perform a OneSearch for the topic provided on the 3x5 card. Supply the information below: Author and title of one source on the Research Starter bibliography

Author_____________________________________________________________________
Title_______________________________________________________________________

Activity 2
Working in your same group of 2 or 3, examine the Research Starter. Based on your examination, come up with a second search term for your topic and list it below.

Second search term__________________________________________________________

Activity 3
Working in your same group of 2 or 3, use the Advanced Search feature and perform a search for your original topic and the second search term from Activity 2. (Remember the concept of idea boxes.) Select one result and supply the information below: Author and title of one source from the Advanced Search.

Author________________________________________________________
Title_____________________________________________________________________

Activity 4
Working in your same group of 2 or 3, add an additional limiter to the search performed in Activity 3. Use one of the following: peer review, phrase searching, date of publication, academic journals. Select one result and supply the information below: Author and title of one source from the Advanced Search with additional limiter.

Author________________________________________________________
Title_____________________________________________________________________

Activity 5
Working in your same group of 2 or 3, email the result you selected in Activity 4 to tream@fullcoll.edu
Use your group number as the subject in the email. For example, the subject for the topic Group 1 would be Group 1. (Make sure to change the citation format to MLA before emailing)